Abstract --This paper describes a new approach for ScanSAR data image generation, which performs efficient data processing and multilook operation without the need of interpolation stages. This new technique is based on the Spectral Analysis rnethod (SPEC AN) combined with the well-known Chirp Z-Transform. In this paper, it is also shown that this new method is very efficient for obtaining near real-time images for browsing or on-board burst mode image generation overcoming classical problems of standard SPECAN method.
INTRODUCTION
A new trend in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is the deployment of complex sensors capable of providing a wider swath by means of electronic beam steering. This type of instrument is called ,Scanning SAR (ScanSAR). It has become one of the most Ipromising techniques for Earth global monitoring at microwave frequencies. The data produced by this type of system have some features that require the design of special SAR procassing algorithms. For that reason, former algorithms should br: updated in order to cope efficiently with the new scenario.
In this context, medium Resolution SAR brings promising possibilities for satisfying near real-time SAR data processing. The most efficient method in this framework is the Spectral Analysis method (SPECAN) as described in [ 11. On the other hand, it presents serious drawbacks concerning decimation like for instance the need of interpolation stages.
Interpolation is a time-consuming and inaccurate procedure and it must be avoided when possible.
In this paper a new method with a modified SPECAN approach based on the Chirp Z-Transform is presented. It is shown to provide an elegant way for overcoming the traditional problems of SPECAN at the expenses of increasing the computational cost. However, it provides a product which requires no further interpolation when a reduced resolution image is desired.
SCANSAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The ScanSAR instrument takes Nd echo responses in one swath during the 11well time Tc,. Then, it focuses to the adjacent swath and does the same procedure until it reaches 0-7803-4403-0/98/'$10.00 0 1998 IEEE 639 the last swath. It returns to the same swath after the return time T,, which is obviously the same for all swaths. T, is the sum of all dwell times plus the time to setup the scanning system. In general, each swath uses a different Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF). The number of looks of the system comes from the redundancy of data in Doppler spectrum. The antenna illumination times from different bursts overlap, giving a redundancy which corresponds to the natural number of looks of the system. Extra looks could be extracted by data processing.
Classical full resolution SAR algorithms can be adapted to ScanSAR data. These algorithms bring a product that is fully compatible with the normal mode SAR images. However, some additional stages must be introduced in the processing chain like zero-padding and filtering. Moreover, zero padding stages do not cope with the fact that the return time is not generally a multiple of the inverse of the sampling frequency. If that fact is ignored, a perturbation factor is introduced in the system.
SPECAN ALGORITHM
SPECAN technique is more logically oriented to process ScanSAR data since it processes bursts independently. SPECAN is an efficient technique for compression of quadratic phase (Chirp) signals. It is a technique originally developed in [I] for normal mode SAR but it suits very well to ScanSAR data because of the processing of the signal in bursts. If the principle of stationary phase applies, time may be latched in a unique way with frequency. The special nature of the Chirp signals, joined to the Convolution Theorem, allow us to perform Chirp decorrelation through a mixing and a unique Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as indicated in Fig. 1 .
The mixing is equivalent to decorrelation in frequency and since frequencies are linked to time via the stationary phase principle, then the decorrelated signal is obtained in the spectral domain with a scaling factor.
The algorithm can not easily cope with range curvature correction. Therefore, no range migration correction is considered in the following assuming that the decimation performed in the image makes the range migration to affect less than one pixel cell. This assumption is valid for C-Band sensors like next ENVISAT ASAR. The Doppler phase history must be well approximated by a quadratic model, which is normally the case with low squint angles.
SPECAN technique can also be applied to chirp pulse compression. For both range and azimuth processing, the sampling frequency is represented by F,, the Frequency Modulation rate by F, and the Chirp signal is h, (t) as described in (I) .
The previous description is based on the use of continuous signals in time, but SAR signal comes in digitized form and all the processing is performed by digital processing methods. The relation between number of samples in time and in frequency is determined by the FFT operation as Fr
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where k is the discrete frequency sampling, n the discrete time sampling and N,,, the FFT length. The decimation ratio between input raw data and output image is determined by the processing parameters, but the number of samples must be always an integer. For that reason, resampling is introduced in the system for multilook and tiling operations. When considering SPECAN ScanSAR processing, the algorithm has to deal with fixed return time and different sampling frequencies for different swaths. Besides that, the FM rate in azimuth changes slightly with the orbit characteristics. For those reasons, the decimation ratio should be externally adapted by interpolation or by scaling as described in [3] . 
NEW CZT-SPECAN ALGONTHM Problem description
Final pixel spacing in the deramp-FFT method is restricted by the FM rate, sampling frequency and FFT size. It does not bring a satisfactory solution for ScanSAR data because in this case the system has less degrees of freedom for choosing the correct processing parameters. That is, even with a proper selection of FFT size, algorithms should make use of interpolation in order to get samples at the appropriate frequency positions. In range compression, it is also interesting to get an algorithm with freely selectable decimation factor in order to obtain a uniform image from the different swaths.
Algorithm Description
The new algorithm has been designed to bring a simple solution. It is based on SPECAN implementing spectral analysis by the Chirp Z-Transform (CZT). Deramping is The Chirp Z-Transform performs spectrum estimation and spectrum scaling in a similar way to the scaling functions in the Chirp Scaling Algorithm as described in [3] . The main difference yields in the fact that the SPECAN Z-Chirp Transform algorithm (CZT-SPECAN) performs scaling in the last stage of the processing chain. CZT involves a convolution that it is implemented by fast frequency convolution as shown in Fig. 1 . The CZT provides spectrum contents at equally spaced positions beginning at an arbitrary point. The initial frequency is o, and the spectral separation is Am as described in [2] . The deramping operation is joined to the first complex multiplication of the CZT. The last complex multiplication may be avoided if no phase preservation is needed, which is often the case in medium resolution processing. When the phase wants to be preserved, an extra The selection of the spectral zone to use is done by a new strategy described in Fig. 2 . The spectrum is centered on zero Doppler frequency and the region with highest Signal to Noise Ratio is chosen. By doing so, the effect of scalloping is reduced and no further correction is needed. The extent of the spectral region is different for each swath and it is adapted to correct FM rate variations. Once the spectral window is chosen, the spectral content at arbitrary positions is extracted by the Chirp Z-Transform algorithm. No radiometric correction has been employed because the multilook strategy reduces the scalloping effect, as it is shown below with the simulation work.
In summary, the FFT of standard SPECAN algorithm is turned into two FFT's and a complex multiplication as it is shown in Fig. 1 . The advantage over other Fast Frequency Range-Doppler methods described in [4] is that the FFT length is short in both cases and it can provide an efficient solution for reduced resolution ScanSAR data processing.
ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
The new technique has been tested over ERS-1 data on the area of Flevoland test site. The ERS-I data has been converted to burst mode rejecting a number of range lines.
The selected ScanSAR parameters are similar to those of first swath of ENVISA'I' ASAR wide swath mode. Return time of 0. I56667 sec. and 39 echoes per burst have been processed for the image displayed in Fig. 3 . The same constraints as ScanSAR data have been applied to the problem. The image has been processed with the CZT-SPECAN in both range and azimuth. It present:; a pixel spacing of 80 m in azimuth and 100 in in range and it has been processed with 12 looks. These are 3 looks in azimuth (system looks) and 4 processing looks in range. Froin the analysis of a uniform window in the sea, the equivalent number of looks measured is equivalent to The computational cost increases with regard to standard SPECAN, since a FFT and a complex multiplication are introduced in the system. Due to such fact, this technique increases complexity over SPECAN but gives more flexibility to the final image pixel spacing without requiring interpolation. The introduction of new stages, however, is produced on the burst data and FFT lengths are short.
CONCLUSIONS
A new method for performing medium resolution ScanSAR data processing without interpolation has been presented. It is based on deramping and spectral analysis through the Chirp Z-Transform that is performed by Fast Frequency Convolution. This new approach simplifies the multilooking stages and provides a uniform image in all swaths. The algorithm is capable of providing uniform pixel spacing independently of the PRF or the FM rate with respect to azimuth processing, and the same can be said with regard to range processing.
This new algorithm has important advantages over the existing standard SPECAN, although the overall number of operations is increased. The most important feature, however, is that interpolation stages are not necessary for the multilook operation. A new multilook strategy that reduces the scalloping effect has been proved.
